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Dunstan’s Flat Update
By Alan Elliot

Quite a bit of water has passed
under the metaphorical bridge
in relation to Dunstan’s Flat
since our Christmas newsletter.
An application for Council
Community Grants funding to
erect a shelter was prepared
and submitted. One
requirement of the application
was that if it involved
infrastructure (which it did)
permission from the land
owner/manager was required.
Parks Victoria were unable to
support the application at this
stage however, and there are a
number of further requirements
which need to be resolved
between them and our
Association prior to any
construction.
The submission is of course
not wasted as it will form the
basis of a future application for
Community Grants funding.
Our relationship with Parks Vic
has now been strengthened
and agreement has been
reached to work co-operatively
with their local team leaders to
address any issues, and
develop a joint memorandum
of understanding
I n t h e m e a n t i m e , Tr e v o r
(“Toby”) Gallagher (Parks Vic)

completed the boundary
fencing of the area; the locks
on the gate were removed and
we had been advised that
access via the gate is
permitted.

Public access via the proposed
turnstile will be permitted as
with any other Parks property.
Our Association will have
access through the locked
gate.

The very next day, a huge limb
from a giant white gum fell on
and demolished the gate, it’s
two large strainer posts and a
section of adjacent fence! A
temporary repair has since
been affected and access
through the gate is again
possible.

And talking of Dunstan’s
Flat----

An interim sign is being
prepared which will read
DUNSTAN’S FLAT above the
wording Faraday Community
Association.
To improve safe access off the
Faraday-Chewton Road
(commonly but erroneously
known as Golden Point
Road!!), it is proposed that the
entrance fencing be indented
some distance, with a locked
vehicle access gate, and a
pedestrian turnstile beside it.
Parks Vic would have their own
lock to this gate, and our lock
will be linked with it, and we
will have our own access keys.
Our co-guardianship of
Dunstan’s Flat with Parks
Victoria brings with it
both
privileges and responsibilities.

The picture below is of what is
known as “The Drops”. This is
just inside the gate on the left
hand side as you look into the
‘Flat. This granite wash way is
still clearly visible, but needs a
bit of TLC.
Note all the tree clearing in the
area, and it’s quite a while
since that much water rushed
down this tributary of Forest
Creek and under the bridge

into Exhibition Pass Reservoir.
The second one further back is
considerably disturbed, but the
stonework is still visible.
Trevor Gallagher has a family
connection to, and particular
interest in the area. Trevor’s
great grandparents John and
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Mary(nee Dunstan)
Penhallurick lived right beside
Exhibition Pass reservoir, and
John was the caretaker.
Mary Dunstan’s father was
Thomas Dunstan (Trevor’s
Great-Great-Grandfather on his
mother’s side). Thomas
Dunstan and his wife Ann (nee
Martin) lived at Dunstan’s Flat
and evidence of a dwelling is
still visible there.
Thomas and Ann Dunstan had
three daughters, all of whom
married Penhalluricks!! One
of the Dunstan girls (Emily)
was married at her parents
residence at Dunstan’s Flat, on
26th May 1884.
Trevor’s grandparents recalled
canoe races being held at the
reservoir, and that the starting
point was near the bridge at
Dunstan’s Flat!!! (Over many
many years this feeder-end of
the reservoir has silted up and
in recent years, has been
overplanted and become
overgrown with numerous
wattles.)
Proposed Gathering
And so……. The 20th March
(Saturday) marks the first
anniversary of the foundation
of our Association. Nine people
attended that inaugural
meeting, with a further five
apologies.
It is proposed that we hold a
familiarisation event at
Dunstan’s Flat on that day
followed by a barbecue or
picnic.
Local Parks Victoria
representatives would be
invited. A suggested time would
be from (say) 5pm.
Anyone who is able to bring a
portable gas barbecue is asked
to do so. Plus meat/picnic food
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and drinks, and a container to
remove any rubbish.
It will provide an opportunity to
explore the area, which is
considerably larger than initially
envisaged, and to hear from
and provide input to our Parks
Vic partners, and establish
initial guidelines for
our
Associations’ involvement.
Take care accessing the area
by car, follow the existing
visible track and park well back
from the road in a ‘group’.

The Great Flood of 1889
By Peter McCarthy

The flood of January 1, 1889
was recorded in great detail in
the local and Melbourne
papers. It was an
unprecedented flood, and has
never been repeated, and was
thought to be the result of
climate change! The following
excerpts are all from the
Melbourne Argus:
The drought has broken up at
last.
It may be that those
cyclonic changes about which
astronomers have talked so
learnedly have come about. At
any rate, everything has
changed. The sky that was as
brass and the horizon rim that
smoked like a cauldron a week
ago are now as grey as a
witch's cloak and wet as a
mermaid’s tresses.
Castlemaine is just now the
centre of Australian interest.
On the afternoon of New Year's
Day a deluge overwhelmed it.
The puny, dirty little creeks,
which ordinarily trickle out of
the hills and meander
miserably along through the
town and down the gullies,
rose like giants and ravaged
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like fiends let loose, wrecking
and wasting property and
destroying life.
It was no
ordinary thunderstorm that
caused the tremendous flood.
The morning of New Year's
Day, was tolerably fine, and
only a few trivial showers
occurred to mar the sports, but
about three o'clock the rain
came down in earnest, and
creeks began to rise in a
manner that could not be
accounted for, even by the
tremendous rain. The last race
on the reserve was run in nine
inches of water and a little
later, it was not a case of
running for sport, but for life.
Tents, booths, seats, chairs,
even the merry-go-round, were
swept away by the flood, and
there was amongst the people
present a terrible anxiety as to
how they should escape to
their houses.
The flood had come from
Faraday:
Mid-most in this excitement, a
Mr Musselwhite came riding
into town on a racehorse. He
lives on Mount Alexander, eight
or nine miles out of town, and
he had seen such a downpour
and flood above and about as
to convince him that it was
imperatively necessary to give
warning. He rode hard, but the
ever-increasing flood travelled
faster, and though many acted
on his warnings there were
some to whom they came too
late.
The extensive articles detailed
the lives lost and the damage
done throughout the district.
Deaths included Mrs Mathews
and her baby in Castlemaine,
two miners at the Francis
Ormond mine in Chewton, four
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Chinese men at Vaughan and
many tethered goats. Particular
concern was expressed about
damage to the breweries and
distillery.
The old bed and Valley of
Forest Creek runs fairly
through the town, and Forest
Creek gathers all the water
which falls on Mount Alexander
and the neighbouring ranges.
When, therefore, this
thunderstorm or cyclone or
water spout broke on Mount
A l e x a n d e r o n Tu e s d a y
afternoon the water streamed
down into the centre of town in
one huge and increasing wave.
They tell us that there had
been no such flood or rain
before within man's memory.
Residents in the vicinity of
Mount Alexander state that the
water poured down the ranges
in a body from 14 feet to 16
feet in height.
Within the
space of half an hour, what
was a comparatively dry creek,
not more than 50 yards wide,
became a roaring turbulent
river fully 300 yards in width.
All the bridges spanning Forest
Creek between Castlemaine
and Chewton were swept away
by the first flood and
communication between them
was cut off. The second flood,
which occurred about 11
o'clock, was equally as heavy
as its predecessor, and the
excitement was intensified by
the darkness which prevailed.
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Faraday Frolics Saturday
12th December 2009
This annual community
barbecue and Christmas
get-together was held at
the ‘Paris end’ of
Faradale Drive.
The
weather was fine, the
snags hot and the drinks
cold. A total of thirty-eight
locals attended, and four
new members joined our
association on the night.

Group pic—are those ride-ons registered!?

Waiting for the snags to cook

It is hard to imagine such a
down-pour in Faraday today,
but it happened once, and one
day, it will happen again.
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Sausage Sizzle Australia Day Dennis and Judy McGuire
26th January 2010
are occasionally contacted
at short notice when there is
Five volunteers braved the heat to a booking cancellation at
man the barbeque for this Harvey Norman.
Anyone
f u n d r a i s e r. H a r v e y N o r m a n who is likely to be available
provided the barbeque, the gas, a as short notice for a couple
carton of sausages, bread and an of hours on a Saturday
area right at their front door!
morning, kindly give Dennis
Customer numbers were down a a call.
bit compared with non - holiday
weekends, however our group
cleared just over $183, which
represents quite a few snags!

Dennis serves a victim

Thank You
To AMC Consultants for providing
the printing facilities for this
edition of our newsletter.

Volunteers on Australia Day were
Dennis McGuire, Therese Horn,
Robert English, Heather Elliot,
Alan Elliot.

Sign printed by Therese, sandwich
board constructed by Dennis.
The next meeting of the Association will be at DUNSTAN’S
FLAT. On Saturday 20th March from 5:00pm onward and
everyone is invited. Please bring a plate and drinks

Membership
Since the last newsletter, we have five new members of our association. Welcome to Don Baker,
Sarah Harris, Brian Andrews, Joey Norris, Janet Muir and John MacIntyre. Financial
Membership now stands at thirty-two. If you are reading this newsletter and have not joined, we
would welcome you!! Membership is a modest $10 per annum and details are below.
Editor’s Disclaimer
While The Faraday Farrago makes every effort to maintain accuracy, the information contained within this newsletter may contain errors or omissions.
To the extent permitted by applicable law,The Faraday Farrago disclaims all warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy of the information
contained in any of the materials in this newsletter.
Furthermore, The Faraday Farrago gives no warranty as to the content, sequence, timeliness or completeness of the information contained herein and
that the service will be uninterrupted or that any defects can be corrected.

Deadline for articles to be considered for inclusion in the next (Autumn) newsletter is February 13th 2010. Please forward c/- PO Box 58,
Elphinstone 3448 to the attention of the Editor or to our new email address: faradayfarrago@yahoo.com.au

Membership Application: Please copy and forward, with annual fee of $10.00 to: Robert English, Treasurer, Faraday
Community Association. PO Box 58, Elphinstone 3448
Name:
Address:
Email Address:
Phone:
NUMBER OF CURRENT MEMBERS: 32
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